
Alpha Wire Adds CSA Tray Cable Rating

to Series F, P, SF Cables
 

Elizabeth, NJ, January 30, 2012 – Alpha Wire has added the Canadian tray cable rating c(UL) TC/CIC to

its line of Industrial Series F, Series P, and Series SF cables. Per the Canadian Electrical Code (CEC),

this rating is required when installing cables into tray applications.

 

Cable systems that use tray cables have significant advantages over systems that use pipes or conduits. 

Not only is it less expensive to use tray cables, it is also very useful for situations where wiring changes

are common, as the new cable can simply be installed in the tray instead of having to pull it through a

conduit.

 

This new cable rating will apply to the following cables from Alpha Wire:

Industrial Series F: Series F cables are our most flexible and robust control cables – providing

reliable flexing day in and day out. Designed for a variety of flexing styles, they have been tested

to exceed over 20 million rolling flex cycles, making them ideal for both single-axis and multi-axis

motion control and robotic applications where continuous flexing is required.

Industrial Series P: Series P cables combine exceptional oil and chemical resistance with a

specially formulated thermoplastic elastomer jacket for additional flexibility. This flexibility makes it

easier to install and route the cable in tight spaces.

Industrial Series SF: Series SF power servo cables bring a new level of flexibility to the

integration and monitoring of servo drives. Designed specifically for connecting power between

the supply and servo motors, drives, and controllers, Series SF cables feature a flexible TPE

jacket and PVC/nylon insulation, making them suitable for flexing applications that require

continuous movement.

  For additional information, contact Alpha Wire at 800-52-ALPHA (522-5742) or visit the Company's Web

site at www.alphawire.com.

About Alpha Wire

For over 80 years, Alpha Wire has designed and manufactured industry-leading wire, cable, and tubing

products for factory automation, automotive, alternative energy, and other technically advanced

applications. Beyond giving our customers the cables they trust for quality and reliable high performance,

we give them the committed service they deserve. We help customers find the best possible solutions to

production and manufacturing challenges. We offer small put-ups, logistical excellence, and broad

inventory for dependable, same-day shipment.
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